What is Plasmonic Catalysis? Plasmon-excitation-mediated chemistry, which is a rapidly growing field, is founded on a simple principle: the excitation of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of metal nanoparticles triggers chemical reactions on the surfaces of the nanoparticles. [1] [2] [3] [4] Early examples of plasmon-excitation driven nanoparticle synthesis 5,6 and hotelectron-driven chemical reactions induced by ultrashort pulse excitation of metal nanoparticles 7 can be thought of as precursors to the findings of direct photocatalysis by plasmonic nanoparticles 3 , which is the focus of this Viewpoint. The field in its current state was, in large part, invigorated by a 2011 paper, 8 which showed that the excitation of the LSPR of Ag nanoparticles by continuouswave (CW), visible-frequency light triggered the dissociation of adsorbed O2. The O . atoms thus produced were utilized for industrially relevant oxidation reactions such as those of propylene and ethylene, which would have otherwise required high temperature and pressure conditions to proceed at appreciable rates. 8, 9 In the absence of visible-light excitation, the bond dissociation and oxidation reactions proceeded at appreciably low rates, which indicated that plasmonic excitation enhanced the rates of these chemical reactions. The phenomenon is, therefore, termed as plasmonic catalysis or plasmonic photocatalysis. Another classic example of plasmonic catalysis involves the dissociation of H2 to H . on Au nanoparticles under visible-light excitation of the LSPR. 10,11 While a detailed electronic description of these phenomena is still being worked out, one proposed mechanistic picture 1,8 is that the damping of the LSPR by e --escattering in the metal results in the intraband (or interband) excitation of an sp-band (or d-band) electron 12 to a state above the equilibrium Fermi level of the metal. The kinetic energy of one or more such hot electrons is transferred to an adsorbate, such as O2, by electron-adsorbate scattering resulting in the nonthermal vibrational excitation of a bond in the adsorbate. 1, 8 The excited adsorbate is then much more likely to undergo bond dissociation than one would expect from the equilibrium temperature. Plasmonic Heating. Metals by their very electronic nature are lossy; 13 so there is an accompanying set of energy relaxation processes that is invariably involved under plasmonic excitation. Excited electrons in metals undergo relaxation by electron-phonon coupling on the sub-picosecond-topicosecond timescale. 14, 15 After a picosecond of the initial excitation, the absorbed energy is no
longer carried by excited electrons, but it is shared with the lattice phonons of the nanoparticle. The heated nanoparticle lattice further exchanges energy with the surrounding medium by phononphonon coupling to result in a heating of the medium, until the nanoparticle lattice and its surrounding medium reach thermal equilibrium on the 100 picosecond time-scale. 14 As a consequence, under CW light excitation, the nanoparticle surface and the local medium around the nanoparticle are subjected to a steady-state temperature that is higher than the temperature of the bulk medium. Thus, heating of the medium is part-and-parcel of processes involving plasmonic excitation and this photothermal heating effect 16 has been used to good advantage where remote and localized delivery of heat is desired, e.g., photothermal destruction of cancer cells 17 and heatassisted magnetic recording. 18 Hot Electrons or Phonons. For studies of plasmonic catalysis, photothermal heating poses a complication. The elevated temperature of the nanoparticle surface under CW excitation can itself lead to an enhancement in the rate of a chemical reaction taking place at the surface; after all, the reaction can be considered to be taking place in a higher-temperature bath. A simple application of the Arrhenius law shows that if the steady-state temperature at the nanoparticle surface were increased from 298 K in the dark to 318 K under plasmonic excitation, then a chemical reaction, with an apparent activation energy of 1 eV or 96.5 kJ mol -1 , would proceed at an order-ofmagnitude higher rate than in the absence of plasmonic excitation. In such a case, how does one distinguish the putative action of hot electrons on the reaction rate from the thermal enhancement? From the mechanistic stand-point, the central dilemma can arguably be boiled down to whether the rate enhancement is caused by the action of energetic electrons or by the thermal energy of the heated phonon bath. 19, 20 Or, if both are involved, what is the contribution of each? 21, 22 The Elusive Control Experiment. In principle, it is straightforward to measure whether and how much of the rate enhancement is due to the non-thermal action of carriers. If the steady-state temperature of the surface of the nanoparticles under plasmonic excitation, Ts, were known from measurements or simulations, then one ought to simply perform a control experiment with no light excitation but with the reactor heated in a manner that the nanoparticle surface temperature is precisely Ts. All other conditions should be maintained the same. The rate measured in this control experiment, Rdark, ought to be the reference point for comparison of the reaction rate under plasmonic excitation, R. For instance, if R/Rdark > 1, then one would conclude that the plasmonic excitation enhanced the reaction rate by way of a non-thermal effect. Although uncommon, rate suppression by light excitation, R/Rdark < 1 would also suggest a non-thermal effect at play. While such a rate suppression effect would be of no interest to most researchers, it may be exploited in situations where the reaction in question is a side reaction desired to be suppressed.
But, in practice, the control experiment described above is easier said than done. First, it is difficult to precisely measure the surface temperature. One would need a microscopic probe of the surface temperature, e.g., Raman thermometry. 23 Secondly, such a measurement ought to be carried out under the exact conditions at which the photoreaction rate measurements are performed and preferably should be performed in situ. The light excitation attributes, sample configuration, heat and mass transport characteristics of the medium, all influence the surface temperature. A temperature measured under conditions differing from the actual reaction (e.g., on a dry catalyst film, whereas the actual reaction took place on a catalyst immersed in a liquid) is misleading. Heat transport and temperature simulations can provide guidance, provided realistic conditions of the reaction are properly incorporated in the simulation; forced convection or complex geometries can be particularly challenging to simulate. Note the surface temperature estimation, whether performed by measurement or by simulation, should be conducted for the dark control experiment as well; there may be thermal gradients and non-uniformities even in the absence of light excitation, especially when a localized heating source is employed and the medium has poor heat transport characteristics (e.g., a gaseous medium or a viscous liquid with no stirring). The dark reaction rate is a valid reference point only when the surface temperature is the same or nearly the same in the dark control reaction and the plasmonic-excitation-driven reaction. A difference in the surface temperature in the two scenarios will result in a spurious enhancement factor R/R0. 19 have recently argued that in some well-established bond dissociation reactions the rate enhancement attributed to the action of hot electrons is instead solely due to the elevated surface temperature of the nanoparticle catalyst under plasmonic excitation. The group claims that the surface temperature under plasmonic excitation was under-estimated, which resulted in the appearance of a non-thermal enhancement where there was none present. The ensuing debate, [24] [25] [26] while difficult to resolve, reflects the practical difficulties of precisely accounting for thermal effects, as described in the previous section. So, does this imply that there can be no satisfactory resolution of the question about the non-thermal role of plasmonic excitation? Quite the contrary. By following some best practices, discussed in the remainder of the Viewpoint, it is possible to conclusively demonstrate and/or exploit non-thermal effects. If fact, there are published reports that follow these practices and provide unambiguous evidence of a photochemical (non-thermal) role of plasmonic excitation.
Recent Debate. Sivan and Dubi

Why Does the Mechanism Matter?
Why, a practitioner may ask, does the mechanistic origin of the enhancement matter as long as the input light energy serves to favorably enhance the production rate of an industrially desired chemical by one or the other means? One could counter that if the mechanism of rate enhancement were purely photothermal, then one could instead simply heat the reactor up to achieve a higher temperature, rather than use plasmonic excitation. But the plasmonic means of heating can be argued to have two potential advantages. First, the heating could be preferably localized to the surface of the nanoparticles, where the adsorbates undergo rate-limiting catalytic reactions. Such localization is invariably achieved when the medium has poor heat conduction and convection properties. Due to its ability to setup a desirable spatial temperature profile, plasmonic heating would be more efficient than bulk-scale heating of the reactor, provided that losses due to plasmonic scattering are minimized. Secondly, if the infrastructure were available, plasmonic heating could allow the use of an abundant source of visible light, i.e., sunlight, for replacing the energy needs of conventional heating. 27 On the other hand, if plasmonic enhancement were purely photothermal and no plasmonicallygenerated charge carriers were involved in the chemistry, then there would be little to no prospect of employing plasmonic excitation for promoting reaction pathways that are not favored under thermal conditions, 28 or for modifying and controlling reaction selectivity, 28, 29 or, as discussed later, for converting the input light energy into chemical energy stored in fuels. 30 For realistic evaluation of these aspirations, the mechanistic origin of rate enhancement is a critical piece of the information.
Basics of Photothermal Heating. The fraction of plasmonic excitations that is not radiatively scattered by the nanoparticles undergoes non-radiative decay to heat, which is deposited in the irradiated volume. If the deposited heat is not removed fast enough, the heat will accumulate in the irradiated volume resulting in a local temperature rise. Under CW illumination, the rate at which heat is deposited depends directly on the absorbed power, ̇, which is the product of the incident light intensity, I (W.cm -2 ), and the absorption cross-section, σ (cm 2 ):
̇=
(1)
Naturally, decreasing the incident light intensity is not a viable option for minimizing photothermal heating, because any light-assisted or light-driven chemistry would also suffer as a consequence.
Note that for a single plasmonic nanoparticle subject to typical CW illumination intensities (few W.cm -2 ), the rate of heating is small enough that it is easily offset by the rate of cooling and no substantial increase in the temperature of the nanoparticle or its surrounding medium is expected. 31 But in typical experiments, multiple nanoparticles are present within the irradiated volume and the rate of heat deposition, which is directly proportional to the volumetric density of the nanoparticles, 31 can be large enough under typical CW illumination intensities to cause a temperature rise.
Even though heating is unavoidable, one can strive to minimize the localization of the heat by using conditions that favor heat transfer out from the nanoparticles into the medium surrounding them. At a fixed rate of heat deposition, the higher the rate of heat transfer, the lower is the accumulation of the heat at the nanoparticles, and consequently the smaller will be the difference between the steady-state temperature of the nanoparticles, Ts, and that of the bulk medium, Tbulk. Note, that the entire nanostructure is expected to be at nearly the same temperature, Ts, because metals conduct heat effectively, so a thermal hot spot or gradient is unlikely on a nanometer length scale under typical CW light intensities.
Heat propagates away from the nanostructure by its conduction into the surrounding medium, by convection (both free and forced), and by radiation. A steady state is attained when the rate of heat deposition, ̇, is balanced by the rate of heat removal. This balance is sustained by temperature difference between the irradiated nanoparticles and the bulk medium: 32
where κ is the thermal conductivity of the medium, is the temperature gradient, h is the heat transfer coefficient for convection, A is the area normal to the direction of heat transfer, and heat radiation is neglected, since it has a relatively small contribution unless the temperature is 100s of K or higher. From eq. 2, it is seen that the use of a medium with a higher thermal conductivity κ would result in a lower temperature difference between the nanoparticle surface and the bulk medium. In this regard, liquid media are typically more favorable than gases. Liquid water has a room-temperature κ of 0.6 W.m -1 .K -1 , 32 25× higher than that of water vapor; therefore, in liquid water, the temperature difference, ∆T = Ts-Tbulk, would be, to a first-approximation, 25× smaller, given all other conditions are the same. Stirring or agitation of the liquid or gaseous medium allows forced convection of the heat, which is considerably more effective for prevention of heat localization as compared to natural convection resulting from density differences in the fluid. For instance, the heat transfer coefficient h of water is estimated to be 100-1,000 W.m -2 .K -1 for free convection; whereas for forced convection, it can range from 500-10,000 W.m -2 .K -1 , the precise value depending on flow properties such as the mass flow rate and degree of turbulence and the temperature. 33 From the point of view of convection, liquids are typically superior to gases. A vigorously stirred liquid medium is ideal from the stand-point of minimization of localized heating of the nanoparticle.
Colloidal Photoreactions. The factors discussed above lead us to a practical experimental system where photothermal heating effects can be accounted for most effectively: a photoreaction performed in a colloid of plasmonic nanoparticles, irradiated by CW light. 29, [34] [35] [36] In a welldispersed state, contact between individual nanoparticles and the liquid medium ensures effective heat removal by conduction. Stirring of the colloid further enhances heat and mass transport ensuring homogenization of the heat even if the CW light is focused on a portion of the reactor. In such a system, the difference between the nanoparticle surface temperature and the bulk temperature: 31
can be reduced to an insubstantial magnitude at typical CW illumination intensities. For instance, for a nanoparticle radius, r, of 6 nm, a light intensity as high as 1 kW/cm 2 , an absorption crosssection of 50 nm 2 (typical for Au nanoparticles of 6 nm radius at a wavelength of 532 nm) 38 and water as the liquid medium, ∆T is ~10 -2 K. In such a case, the bulk medium temperature, which can be measured more directly or easily, becomes a proxy of the nanoparticle surface temperature.
Since Ts becomes effectively known, the control experiment, described in a previous section, is no longer elusive and can be appropriately performed, as exploited in some model systems. 29, 34 It must be acknowledged that colloidal photoreactions are impractical for the study of industrially relevant chemical reactions and/or for accomplishing large scales. For such objectives, it is fitting to employ reactors where gas-phase reactants are flowed through a packed bed consisting of solid pellets of the plasmonic catalyst. Such systems, however, present complex heat transport characteristics and temperature distributions, making it challenging to precisely account for or systematically control photothermal heating effects. 37 Therefore, advances enabled by these latter types of reactions should be complemented by systematic mechanistic investigations made possible by colloidal photoreactions.
Expanding the Space of Chemical Reactions. While appropriately designed experiments enable us to account for the photothermal effect of plasmonic excitation and thereby resolve non-thermal effects, the question that remains is: are we fully exploiting the potential action of plasmonic excitation? The answer lies in the choice of chemical processes we study. It has been common for practitioners to demonstrate or utilize plasmonic excitation as a means, alternative to the use of high temperatures, for enhancing the kinetics of a chemical reaction. At the origin of such plasmonic enhancement is thought to be an increase in the adsorbate concentration, 24 the accessing of an excited-state potential energy surface, 24 or a decrease in the activation barrier brought about by the energetic carriers produced by plasmonic excitation. 34 This strategy may have practical advantages, for instance, where high-temperature operation causes restructuring or deactivation of the nanoparticulate catalyst. But the aspirations of the community ought to expand beyond the plasmonic enhancement of chemical processes that are already known to take place, albeit at small rates. We should increasingly strive to discover plasmon-driven chemistries that are simply not possible in the absence of light excitation, chemistries where the plasmon serves as an indispensable "chemical reagent". Some examples of such avenues follow:
i) Chemical reactions where plasmonic excitation switches the reaction to a different pathway than the one followed in the conventional thermal reaction. In other words, the plasmonic excitation is used to direct or switch reaction selectivity. 28, 29 ii) Reactions that involve electron transfer steps (i.e., redox reactions) 29, [34] [35] [36] 38 and do not proceed unless e --h + pairs generated by the damping of the plasmonic excitation are utilized. In such cases, it would not be sufficient for the energy of hot carriers to be harvested, but both charge carriers themselves would need to be extracted by acceptor-donor pairs.
iii) Processes that involve chemical bond formation, rather than bond-dissociation in the surfacecatalyzed step.
iv) Reactions that have no measurable rate in the dark, 30 even at elevated temperatures, unless plasmonic excitation is employed. Of course, the concept of a "zero rate" is somewhat subjective, since it simply means that the generation of products, if any, is below some practical detection limit. In terms of a thermochemical criterion, which is more objective, reactions which are thermodynamically non-spontaneous (free energy of reaction, ∆G > 0) in the forward direction and therefore require a source of Gibb's free energy would fall under this category.
None of these chemical objectives would be achievable simply by thermal means. The non-thermal chemical action of plasmonic excitation would undoubtedly need to be exploited.
Plasmonic Photocatalysis vs. Plasmonic Photosynthesis.
Based on a textbook-level thermochemical classification of chemical reactions (Table 1) , one can envisage two distinct categories for plasmonic chemistry:
i) Plasmonic photocatalysis, which ought to refer to the use of plasmonic excitation of the catalyst for enhancement of the kinetics of an exergonic reaction (∆G < 0). Such a reaction is spontaneous under the given conditions even without light excitation; plasmonic excitation assists the reaction by enhancing its rate. The rate enhancement can have a thermal contribution, which must be carefully accounted for, as described in the previous sections, so that non-thermal enhancement of the reaction kinetics can be properly assigned.
ii) An endergonic or endoergic reaction (∆G > 0) is non-spontaneous under the given conditions. In the absence of an external source of free energy, the reaction does not advance in the forward direction. There is no rate, to speak of, that can be enhanced, whether thermally or non-thermally, unless free energy is provided. In such a case, the plasmon excitation scheme would need to be capable of utilizing the free energy of light, typically via the formation of energy-rich intermediates, to perform chemical work, i.e., drive the uphill reaction. Essentially, such a scheme would constitute the use of light energy for the synthesis of a chemical fuel, which is why it would be appropriate to categorize such a scheme as plasmonic photosynthesis. In such a scheme, the plasmonic excitation plays a role distinct from a kinetic one by providing free energy indispensable for driving the reaction. Any accompanying reduction in the reaction activation barrier and/or photothermal enhancement of the reaction rate constitute only ancillary effects. Plasmonic photosynthesis naturally encompasses plasmonic photocatalysis but goes well beyond it. As an illustration of the categorization described above, let us consider two common reactions. The oxidation of H2: 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O, would not require a free energy input under standard conditions but would benefit from plasmonic photocatalysis (or thermocatalysis) of the otherwise sluggish H2 and O2 dissociation steps to form reactive H . and O . . On the other hand, the reduction of CO2 accompanied by the oxidation of water: CO2 + 2H2O → CH4 + 2O2 involves, under standard conditions, the thermodynamically uphill formation of a chemical fuel CH4 and would therefore necessitate chemical work to be performed by plasmonic excitation.
There are some complications in this simplified classification that must be mentioned. First, the treatment assumes a closed system, which is often not the case. Second, it is not sufficient to use standard free energies, enthalpies, or entropies of reactions; corrections for non-standard conditions, especially the concentrations (activities) or pressures (fugacities) of all reactants and products involved in the reaction, are necessary. Thirdly, for reactions with a -ve ∆H and a -ve ∆S, a large upswing in the temperature can cause a transition from a spontaneous regime to a nonspontaneous one. Conversely, for reactions with a +ve ∆H and a +ve ∆S, a large upswing in the temperature can cause a transition from a non-spontaneous regime to a spontaneous one. In such cases, the simple categorization does not apply. A large enough temperature upswing, if caused by plasmonic heating, can entropically "suppress" or "advance" the forward reaction. But such large temperature changes would be precluded by following the best practices described in the previous discussion.
The final row in Table 1 deserves special mention. These reactions involve a +ve ∆H and -ve ∆S and are non-spontaneous at any temperature. Driving such reactions constitutes an ultimate test of the non-thermal, photochemical action of plasmon excitation. Natural photosynthesis, involving the conversion of CO2 and H2O to glucose and O2, involves both a +ve ∆H and -ve ∆S. 39 Note that the net entropy loss in the photosynthetic system is more than offset by an increase in the entropy of solar radiation as it transitions from a lower entropy state (higher Planck temperature at the radiation source) to a higher entropy state (lower Planck temperature at the absorber). 40 Effectively, the internal energy of light quanta and the low entropy of solar radiation are utilized for photosynthesis. Plasmonic photosynthesis represents an analogous opportunity and challenge to harvest the Gibb's free energy of visible light.
